
Subject: Revolutionizing 3D Design Collaboration: A Message to 
Designers and Gaming Studios from 3DAiLY's CEO

Dear 3DAiLY Designers, Gaming Studios, Game Developers, and 
3D Industry Visionaries,

In our commitment to reshape the landscape of 3D design 
collaboration, we recognize the challenges faced by both designers 
and gaming studios/game developers. Here's how 3DAiLY bridges 
the gap, offering an unprecedented solution that benefits both sides 
of this dynamic equation.

Challenges Faced by Designers:

• Limited Monetization Opportunities:
• Despite their incredible talent, many 3D designers

struggle to monetize their skills effectively in the current
ecosystem.

• Skill Set Development Challenges:
• Developing a robust skill set can be challenging due

to the limited availability of professional education options
and the complex, expensive nature of 3D design
software.

• Market Accessibility:
• Accessing the market and reaching potential clients

can be a time-consuming and inefficient process.

Our Commitment to Designers:

At 3DAiLY, we are committed to empowering designers on multiple 
fronts:

• Accessible Ecosystem:



• We've created a powerful ecosystem and platform
where designers can effortlessly connect with the market,
monetizing their talents on a larger scale.

• Skill Enhancement Support:
• For those lacking specific skills, we offer support and

resources to empower designers for a diverse array of job
requirements.

• Monetization Opportunities:
• Our platform facilitates swift entry into the market,

allowing designers to monetize their assets seamlessly
and efficiently.

Challenges Faced by Gaming Studios:

• Difficulty in Acquiring Skilled 3D Designers:
• The broken ecosystem makes it challenging for

gaming studios to connect with skilled 3D designers,
resulting in high acquisition costs.

• Finding Production-Ready 3D Models:
• Locating game-ready 3D models proves to be an

arduous task, hindering the development process.

• Ensuring Cohesiveness to Game Environment:
• 3D models must seamlessly integrate into the

unique environment of each game, posing a significant
challenge.

Our Solution - A Unified Bridge:

Our platform serves as a transformative bridge between 3D 
designers and gaming developers, ensuring that the needs of both 
parties are met seamlessly:

• Content/Asset Creation for Studios:



• Access premium assets, characters, and more at the 
lowest cost and fastest turnaround time to expedite game 
development.

• Revenue Enhancement for Studios:
• Integrate our platform as an SDK, enabling end 

users to personalize characters within your game, 
unlocking new revenue streams.

Join us at 3DAiLY as we redefine collaboration in the 3D design 
industry, fostering a future where creativity thrives, and the 
contributions of both designers and gaming studios are rightfully 
celebrated.

Best Regards,

Harsha P. Deka
CEO, 3DAiLY


